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“BEYOND  TIME AND SPACE
A DEAD FLESHLESS MONSTROSITY

DEAD BUT DREAMING”

”THE CENTER OF ALL
A HELLISH SUBTERRANEAN FLOW

ALIEN ATAVISM”1

THE ESOTERIC ORDER OF DAGON
HEREBY PROCLAIMS OUR DEDICATION TO
YOG-SOTHOTHERY AND THE 71st CURRENT

(What that means and how E.O.D2 works 
with it will be explained in this document)

This document contains:

• Definitions of “Yog-Sothothery” and the “71st Current”.
• How E.O.D works with Yog-Sothothery.
• Info about the artwork.
• Comments from the Grand Master
• The Sovereign Dagonist Degree
• Endnotes.



YOG-SOTHOTHERY

“Yog-Sothothery” was what Lovecraft called his tales about 
cosmic horrors. His story “Dagon”3 is interestingly considered
the the first of the tales within the mythological universe he 
created. Later August Derleth renamed it to “Cthulhu Mythos”
to fit with his take on it. It is notable that Lovecraft named his 
creation after Yog-Sothoth, the main god in his pantheon, 
while Derleth choosed Cthulhu.

“Cthulhu Mythos” has become what popular culture use these 
days to describe anything "Lovecraftian", including things like
plushies and toys. This broad definition makes it kind of 
unsuitable to describe Lovecraftian inspired magick. So we 
instead use the term "Yog-Sothothery"(or “YogSothothery”,
“Yog-Sothothian”). Here follows our redefinition, or rather 
extension, of the term. 

YOG-SOTHOTHERY: Serious work with Lovecraftian 
inspired magick. Another acceptable term for the same thing is
“ Yog-Sothothian Magick”. By “Lovecraftian inspired 
magick” we mean magick that use Lovecraft’s (and related 
writers) works as the primary source of inspiration and then 
only secondary use other sources and ideas. This means for 
example that Crowley/Thelema based magick that is also 
inspired by Lovecraft is Thelemic Magick, NOT Yog-
Sothothian Magick/Yog-Sothothery. Finally “Yog-Sothothian 
Mythos” is the Lovecraftian universe with all it’s creatures and
places..not an all inclusive term for anything related to 
Lovecraft.



THE “71st CURRENT”

The 71st Current is the descriptive name we have given to the 
flow of creative chaotic energy that draws people towards the 
Lovecraftian and strange and specifically those drawn towards
Yog-Sothothery(as defined by us). If you hear that inner call 
then you are connected to the current. Another name for the 
current is the “Yog-Sothothian Current”.
Yog-Sothothian magick is Yog-Sothothery.

The reason for the number 71 is that "YOG-SOTHOTHERY" 
has the value 71 in our gematria4. 71 is also the 20th prime 
number and 20 is the number for CHAOS and OLD ONES.
Chaos seems deeply connected to this current of wild and 
shifting forces. It’s interesting that the Greek word for chaos, 
“χάος” is said to refer to the void state forgoing creation.. ” is said to refer to the void state forgoing creation.. 
Existence is spawned out of chaos, chaos drives creation and 
to chaos everything will return. The Ultimate Chaos is 
Azathoth.

SEAL OF AZATHOTH



HOW E.O.D WORKS WITH YOG-SOTHOTHERY

All members who join our Order have heard the Call of the 
“Ocean”, the uncharted waters of the Unknown.

Within our Order we work with Yog-Sothothery (Lovecraftian 
Magick) through exploration of the Abzu(the Abyss)5, the dark
and deep astral waters and the hidden part of existence. 
Magickal Dreaming6 is one of the main methods we use when 
exploring this Current. Within dreams we map the Human 
Dreamlands and then the unexplored territories of the Other 
Dreamlands while diving deeper and deeper into the great 
Mystery towards the Black Pilgrimage7. Our descent into the 
black gulfs of the Unknown transforms us and fills us with 
forbidden Eldritch Wisdom. This will open our eyes and they 
will “never shut”8 again.

Such a descent can be a scary experience9 and also dangerous 
at times, so this Current might not be for everyone10, but it’s in
the dark and hidden depths of the soul true knowledge can be 
found. In these waters the emerging fish-frog/man-fish hybrid 
grows it’s gills and then dive relentlessly downwards towards 
the treasures below, where strange fishes swim and creatures 
of the depths lurks, and then further towards wondrous 
thousand pillared Y’ha-nthlei, and even beyond towards the 
final void where Azathoth11 dwells.

According to Lovecraftian lore, Azathoth, the Ultimate Chaos,
is the prime mover who dreams existence into being. 
Countless dimensions, universes and multiverses are all 
created by his dreams; thus we are all a part of and existing 
inside the dreams of Azathoth. Even the other mighty entities 



Lovecraft wrote about. This dream “theme” is also reflected in
the High Priest of the Great Old Ones, Cthulhu. Both of them 
are also described as being immobile/slumbering, “dead but 
dreaming” in a sense, and if they awake destruction follows.
We aim to raise Cthulhu within to destroy “our world” and 
open our Inner Eye to hidden and forbidden ways to revel and 
enjoy.

Through our oneiric explorations of the Abzu and by other 
means(for example: Alien Atavism12, shapeshifting, expansion 
of awareness, transmissions from beyond, strange rites and 
trances), we search to unite with our very primordial Self 
beyond the Ultimate Gate13 that through the Aeons has become
something we have long forgotten about or that we just get 
vague glimpses of in half remembered feverish dreams. This is
the same being for which we are just it’s dreams, but upon 
completion of the Magnum Opus all will become our dreams 
too and we will become one of the Old Ones (Old Deep Ones) 
and "free and wild and beyond good and evil”14.
 
The Old Ones were, the Old Ones are, and the Old Ones shall 
be.

Hail Yog-Sothoth!



MANDALA/SYMBOL OF AGOL



ABOUT THE ARTWORK

Front page:

We see an amphibian15 froglike creature just about to swim 
through a gate/portal in the shape of a seven pointed star16. It’s
body is turning red as it’s getting closer to complete the Great 
Work17. The symbolism of seven and one (the star and the 
creature) has many meanings but here it is also a specific 
reference to 71, the number of Yog-Sothothery. Above it we 
see an eight pointed star. This is the seal of the E.O.D and it 
represents, among other things18, the Star of the East19 and the 
Star of Chaos20. It’s connected to the egregore of the Order and
also acts as E.O.Ds “Dream Catcher” with mysterious 
properties. It’s black and gold colors21 is a reference to 
alchemy. The seven and eight pointed stars also represents the 
value 78 and this is in itself a reference to the mysterious 
Liber 780 (also called Liber ION). A book E.O.D found 
through serial dreaming22.

Seal of Azathoth:

This is one of the seals used within the E.O.D for Azathoth, 
the Daemon-Sultan.  Among all seals we use this is the oldest.

Backside:

Somewhat similar to the first page but with no creature and the
seal of the E.O.D in the center.



Other art:

There are some other art in this manifesto that was added for 
decorative purposes. They are all taken from internal E.O.D 
documents.

SYMBOL OF N’GAH



COMMENTS FROM THE GRAND MASTER

I want to make some short comments about what has changed 
between this version of the Manifesto and the previous.

First of all, much of the main text has been moved to the 
endnotes. The reason for this is to make the main text shorter 
and easier to read. As a side effect the size of the endnotes 
grew quite a lot but I see no harm in that.

The verses from the Temple of Abzu Deck reading has been 
added and commented about in footnote number 1.

I added some decorative art to make the document look better 
and also added the backside that previously was black.
This also made me add the section about the art and some of 
the symbolism behind it. I did remove most things about 
“standard” symbolism throughout the document because 
readers probably know about such things already, or otherwise
it’s easy to look up, and focused on symbols specific for the 
E.O.D and this document.

I removed the part about if the entities are “real or not”. We 
are not a religion so our members have to find their own 
answers to questions like that. Lovecraft was in contact with 
“something” that transmitted dreams and ideas to him at a 
very deep level of human consciousness and that “something” 
still calls to us from the depths our our souls. Anyone with 
serious interest in this should be able to understand and 
appreciate how useful the symbolism, found in “Lovecraftian 
Lore” and used within the E.O.D, can be for magickal, 
initiatory and self transformative work/purposes.



I added the information about the Sovereign Dagonist degree.
My hope is that this will inspire more people to work with 
Yog-Sothothery even if they prefer to do it alone. I have the 
same hope for this document. My plan is to release more 
documents like this to the public in the future. I really hope it 
inspires more people to work with the Current. 

ENERGY BEING



SOVEREIGN DAGONIST DEGREE

The Esoteric Order of Dagon doesn’t actively seek members 
but if someone contacts us and ask to join our Order we are 
willing to hear them out and then take it from there.

The Sovereign Dagonist is a self-initiatory degree for people 
who want to work with Yog-Sothothery and the 71 Current as 
defined in this manifesto. Sovereign Dagonists are affiliated 
with the Order without becoming full members. A Sovereign 
Dagonist doesn’t represent E.O.D and thus can never speak for
the Order. However, members of this degree, among other 
benefits, will obtain E.O.D. material when public documents 
such as this one are released. More information will be sent by
email. Being a Sovereign Dagonist might count as a merit if 
they later apply for a full membership. There is no 
membership fee connected to this degree.

If you want to claim this degree then create and perform a 
ritual where you dedicate yourself to the 71st Current and to 
Yog-Sothothery. Select a magickal name and use it in the 
ritual. The ritual should be done facing R’lyeh (47°9'S 
126°43'W). When this is completed send an mail to:
sovereign@esotericorderofdagon.net

Include your magickal name and a short description of who 
you are, your ritual and the dreams that might have followed 
it. We will reply with an informative “welcome email” to all 
new Sovereign Dagonists.

mailto:sovereign@esotericorderofdagon.net
mailto:sovereign@esotericorderofdagon.net


ENDNOTES
1
When the first version of this document was completed back in 2012, Grand 
Master Tornasuk did a reading regarding the manifesto, Yog-Sothothery and the 
71st Current. He used the Temple of Abzu deck that is part of the Temple of 
Abzu System (gematria being the other part) that is used within the Order( see 
endnote 4 for a further explanation of the System).
 
It was a simple reading. He drew 3 cards out of 99 and placed them side by side.
Each TOA card has a word or phrase at the top and at the bottom while the 
image of the card is in the middle and covers the main part of each
card. By putting the cards together side by side in the order they were drawn
two sentences or verses, (one from the top texts and one from the bottom) are
created. Here they are:
 

“BEYOND  TIME AND SPACE
A DEAD FLESHLESS MONSTROSITY

DEAD BUT DREAMING”
 

”THE CENTER OF ALL
A HELLISH SUBTERRANEAN FLOW

ALIEN ATAVISM”

The first verse makes up a perfect sentence that could be right out of some 
Lovecraft story and seems to relate to either Cthulhu or Azathoth, but the 
“CENTER OF ALL” and “BEYOND TIME AND SPACE” part identifies the 
monstrous dreamer as Azathoth, The Daemon Sultan. Azathoth has the value 46 
in our gematria. Other phrases with  this value are for example “The Black 
Throne” and “A vortex of power”. In TOA deck this is the theme for the images 
in both Arcana 46 and Arcana 1. Note also that 46 reduces to 1 (4+6=10 1+0=1).
Azathoth is the origin of everything and we live inside his dream. The Black 
Throne is the throne of Azathoth located in the last void. The “HELLISH 
SUBTERRANEAN FLOW” is the chaotic out-flowing force, the dreams of 
Azathoth, the source of the Current. This flow of energy creates the life giving 
astral waters of the Abzu. In Sumerian myths Abzu is said to be located 
underground. This also highlights the Chthonic and dark aspects of the current. 
Enki(aka Dagon/Ea) is not just connected to water, he is also the ”Lord of the 
Earth”. Finally, “ALIEN ATAVISM” is one of the main ways E.O.D works with 
the current(read more about this in endnote 12).

These verses seems to really relate with what’s written in this Manifesto and our 
description of how we work with Yog-Sothothery. Further confirmation is found 
by the numbering of the cards.



The cards drawn were 1 , 63 and 7. If we add those numbers together (1+63+7) 
we get the number 71. In our gematria “Yog-Sothothery” has the value 71!

2
This incarnation of the Esoteric Order of Dagon can trace it’s roots to the 60s.
During the years we have worked with Lovecraftian magick in many forms.
When this manifesto was first issued (2012) we entered a phase where Yog-
Sothothery, as defined by this document, became our focus. The seeds that led to
this were planted many years before that. We don't assume this will fit the needs 
of everyone. We are what we are. You will either "get it" or not. We leave that up
to you to decide.

Others groups have during the years claimed the same name and that’s fine with 
us as the name comes from HPL's story "The Shadow Over Innsmouth" and can 
be used by anyone. We have NO affiliation with any of them. We are our own 
thing with our own unique approach.

For questions about the E.O.D use the contact information provided in the 
beginning of this document.

3
So in one sense the tale “Dagon” can be said to have brought forth
Yog-Sothothery. With that in mind it’s interesting to reflect on how Oannes, 
the emissary of Ea, came from the sea and brought wisdom to mankind.

4 
The E.O.D is using the Temple of Abzu System. Gematria is one part of it. The 
other part of the system is a deck of 99 cards. The system is the result of 
Magickal Dreaming.
Here are the gematric character-value mapping:
 a, i, r           = 0 
 b, c, j, k, l, s, t = 1
 d, m, u            = 2 
 e, n, v, w         = 3 
 f, o, x              = 5 
 g, p, y             = 8
 h, q, z             = 13

Those with sharp eyes will recognize this as the beginning of the famous
Fibonacci sequence, and the key needed to find this set up was found
through Magickal dreaming. One area where the Fibonacci sequence is used
is the study of chaotic dynamic systems (the so called “chaos theory”).



5 
The word Abzu is put together by the words ab=”water” and zu=”deep” and is 
an older word for the abyss. In the Hebrew Torah they have the word “tehom” 
that means “the Deep” or “Abyss”, the primaeval ocean, which is related to the 
Sumerian Tiamat.

Our view of the Abzu/Abyss is somewhat different than the "popular view" of it 
these days. In Sumerian and Akkadian mythology it referred to the primeval sea 
of freshwater that both gives life and cleanses at the same time. It represent to us
(among other things) the dark and unexplored inner world and the hidden side of
existence. It can also be looked upon as the ocean of chaotic dark energy, both 
on a micro and macro cosmic level. Darkness has always been associated with 
the feminine (more in endnote 16) and the Abyss is the water/sea we all came 
from. In Lovecraft’s stories you can see it the Abyss described as the space 
between stars and the dark depths of the ocean.

There is also this “thing” about “crossing the Abyss”, but we are not into that. 
The Abyss is not something we want to “cross”. We instead dive into the Abyss.
The last sentence of “The Shadow Over Innsmouth” put it this way:

SOI 5.21.2: “We shall swim out to that brooding reef in the sea and dive down 
through black abysses to Cyclopean and many-columned Y'ha-nthlei, and in that
lair of the Deep Ones we shall dwell amidst wonder and glory for ever.”

6 
Magickal Dreaming is “our thing”.

Quote from “The Call of Cthulhu” (COC 3.11.5):
(what about) “… the sunken, star-born Old Ones and their coming reign; their
faithful cult and their mastery of dreams? ...” 

7
The final practical degree within the E.O.D is the Pilgrim of the Abyss Degree.
Going through the Black Pilgrimage will end the need for any further initiation.

8 
In “The Shadow Over Innsmouth”(SOI) you see the open eye symbolism in how
the Deep One hybrids of the town are described as having:  

SOI 2.45.3: “…..eyes that never shut.”
SOI 4.76.3: “…..bulging eyes that never closed.”



This is the Fish Eye which never closes and never sleeps. Total awareness. The 
unblinking eye that sees and knows “all secrets”.

9 
“The oldest and strongest emotion of mankind is fear, and the oldest and 
   strongest kind of fear is fear of the unknown." - H.P Lovecraft

10 
To make real progress one also has to remove human conditioning, remove self 
censoring “filters” and question old “truths”. This can be extremely challenging 
and not without risks. But it has to be done to get out of the “normal” state of  
consciousness and ways of thinking. The so called “madness” of Abdul Alhazred
served its purpose.

11
"Outside the ordered universe that amorphous blight of nethermost confusion 
which blasphemes and bubbles at the center of all infinity—the boundless 
daemon sultan Azathoth, whose name no lips dare speak aloud, and who gnaws 
hungrily in inconceivable, unlighted chambers beyond time and space amidst the
muffled, maddening beating of vile drums and the thin monotonous whine of
accursed flutes …" - H.P Lovecraft (from "The Dream-Quest of Unknown 
Kadath")

12
A.O Spare had the idea that the mind contains atavistic memories that have their
origins in earlier species and that it was possible to gain and use unmeasurable 
powers by tapping into these by a method he called "atavistic resurgence".

With “Alien Atavism” we strive for a similar idea with a backward journey 
through memories of monstrous alien races and previous blasphemous 
incarnations towards our Great Old One past. The “powers” and knowledge 
gained is useful by-products from this process. Another related method involves 
invoking Yog-Sothothian archetypal forces and let their Eldritch Wisdom 
transform us.

13 
The “Ultimate Gate” is mentioned in “Through the Gates of the Silver Key”.

14 
From “The Call of Cthulhu”:
COC 2.27.3: “The time would be easy to know, for then mankind would have 
become as the Great Old Ones; free and wild and beyond good and evil….”



15
The word “amphibian” comes from the Greek amphibios, “living both in             
water and on land”. To us it symbolize a being who lives in two “worlds”, the 
conscious(“the known”) and the unconscious(the “unknown”). 

With that in mind the third Oath of Dagon “To marry a Deep One and sire/bear 
its child” can be seen in a different light. It involves a process where one merges
the unknown with the known, bridges the gap between the dream and day to day
consciousness, illuminates the dark and hidden places of our inner world and 
brings back new found gnosis. The “child” of such a union is the amphibian 
man-fish hybrid written about in “The Shadow Over Innsmouth” (SOI). 

SOI 3.20.4: “Ye see, they was able to live both in ant aout o' water - what they 
call amphibians, I guess.”

16
The number seven is sometimes associated with the feminine principle. So the 
diving creature is moving backwards though the womb and birth waters of the 
Abzu(Abzu = 16, 1+6=7) towards it’s true place of origin. From “Shadow Over 
Innsmouth”:

SOI 3.49.3: All in the band of the faithful - Order 0' Dagon - an' the children
shud never die, but go back to the Mother Hydra an' Father Dagon what we
all come from onct ...”

17
Rubedo, “redness”. The forth and final major stage of the Magnum Opus.

18
To mention one:  The sideway(or seid-way) open eye represents constant 
awareness, understanding and inner visions. Looking at things sideways means 
looking at things from a strange (stranger) angle.
(see also endnote 8.)

19
The Eastern Eight Rayed Star is rising from the vast nighted gulfs of the 
Unknown. Transmitting it’s stellar gnosis in the twilight. When the evening 
comes it will return to it’s birthplace, sinking beneath the waves.

It’s written in “The Shadow over Innsmouth” that the Esoteric Order of  Dagon 
came “from the East”. There is a hidden meaning to this.

20
Emitting the transformative waves of Chaos.



21
From “The Shadow over Innsmouth”:

SOI 2.17.3: “The structure's once white paint was now gray and peeling and the
black and gold sign on the pediment was so faded that I could only with
difficulty make out the words "Esoteric Order of Dagon".”

22
Serial dreaming are when multiple members independently are dreaming about 
the same thing. When this happens spontaneously a new dream terma(treasure) 
might have been found . Then work will begin to retrieve it, study it and if 
possible incorporate this into the esoteric teachings of the E.O.D.
 

SPIDER TOTEM WITH THE SIGN OF KOTH



   
 
 
 
 

  
 

 



 
 


